
model scale __
materials __

goal __

1:100
cardboard, cardstock
develop and iterate on elementary massing 
concepts at the urban scale, to generate ideas 
on how the project could shape the experi-
ence and character of the site and its 
surroundings; prioritize the “negative” spaces 
between, around, under, over, enclosed by, or 
otherwise outside the “positive” mass.

scheme 1 __ schemes 1 + 2 were completed before I con-
sciously defined my “urban taxonomy” and 
what key points should generate and shape 
the site experience, though these concepts are 
still present.
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entry court

pedestrian through street
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sidestreets filter
to park

site area define inner park space cut major pedestrian 
through way

subdivide remaining mass/ 
define minor streets and 

courts

to riverfront

model scale __
materials __

goal __

1:100
cardboard, cardstock
develop and iterate on elementary massing 
concepts at the urban scale, to generate ideas 
on how the project could shape the experi-
ence and character of the site and its 
surroundings; prioritize the “negative” spaces 
between, around, under, over, enclosed by, or 
otherwise outside the “positive” mass.

scheme 2 __ schemes 1 + 2 were completed before I con-
sciously defined my “urban taxonomy” and 
what key points should generate and shape 
the site experience, though these concepts are 
still present.

station entry / 
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court/ bold facade

open view/ 
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public park

NORTH “gateway” 
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site area define inner public/ 
semi-private park 

spaces

cut pedestrian 
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station plaza

subdivide remaining 
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entry courts

to riverfront

model scale __
materials __

goal __

1:100
cardboard, cardstock
develop and iterate on elementary massing 
concepts at the urban scale, to generate ideas 
on how the project could shape the experi-
ence and character of the site and its 
surroundings; prioritize the “negative” spaces 
between, around, under, over, enclosed by, or 
otherwise outside the “positive” mass.

scheme 3 __ this scheme represents the first and most 
direct approach to connecting key perimeter 
points and applying urban taxonomy, creating 
large, somewhat unusually shaped building 
mass and smaller interstitiary mass that would 
likely best be suited to become covered, open 
structures or distinctive/ discreet zones within 
the open space network.

station
entry plaza

pedestrian through street

“gateway” forecourt/ 
bold facade

sidestreets filter
to park

site area connect key perimeter 
site points

carve out/ open up 
major entry spaces

refine/ cut away more 
massing for interior open  

space

courtyard

NORTH “gateway” 
forecourt/ bold facade

perimenter bike greenway
SOUTH “gateway” 

forecourt/ park access

commercial avenue face

central park
interior greenway/ promenadeto riverfront

model scale __
materials __

goal __

1:100
cardboard, cardstock, sanded acrylic
develop and iterate on elementary massing 
concepts at the urban scale, to generate ideas 
on how the project could shape the experi-
ence and character of the site and its 
surroundings; prioritize the “negative” spaces 
between, around, under, over, enclosed by, or 
otherwise outside the “positive” mass.

scheme 4 __ the main goal of this scheme was to provide 
the same connections and public spaces 
within the building masses, introducing a con-
trasting material to imply covered public 
spaces and adding depth to the design 
through layering; this also adds to the spatial 
experience in section rather than in plan.

site area layer remaining masses for 
terraces and define covered 

public spaces and 
through ways

station
entry plaza

covered pedestrian through way

“gateway” forecourt/ 
bold facade

covered ‘sidestreets’
filter to park

entry courtyard

NORTH “gateway” 
forecourt/ bold facade

perimenter bike greenway

SOUTH “gateway” 
forecourt/ park access

commercial avenue face

central park
interior greenway

atrium w/ public 
ground floor

park terraces

connect key perimeter 
site points

carve out/ open up 
major open spaces

to riverfront

model scale __
materials __

goal __

1:100
cardboard, cardstock, sanded acrylic
develop and iterate on elementary massing 
concepts at the urban scale, to generate ideas 
on how the project could shape the experi-
ence and character of the site and its 
surroundings; prioritize the “negative” spaces 
between, around, under, over, enclosed by, or 
otherwise outside the “positive” mass.

scheme 1 __ this scheme envisions a connective public 
surface between masses, continuing on the 
previous scheme’s concept of adding more 
vibrancy to the site experience in both plan 
and section.  this network pushes into and 
invades the building masses to add interstitial 
spaces between the public and non-public 
areas.

covered entry 
plazas

semi-covered ped. through way

“gateway” forecourt/ 
bold facade

site area

SOUTH “gateway” 
forecourt

NORTH “gateway” 
forecourt/ bold facade

public atrium/ covered 
plaza

interior  semi-covered greenway

ramped terrace/ building entry

perimenter bike greenway

courtyard

refine massing and carve out 
open zones in connective 

layer

connect key perimeter 
site points

carve out/ open up 
major open spaces; 

add connective layer

to riverfront

portland_____
clinton triangle, southeast quadrant

all_things_material____
project statement

In the past 50 years, humans have consumed 
more resources than in all previous history. 1

The average American consumes more than 
46,000 pounds of materials in a year. 2  

That is the equivalent of 23 full dump trucks 
worth of materials for every man, woman, and 
child in the country. 3

...and by 2050, there will be 50 percent more 
people, 500 percent more economic activity, 
and 300 percent more materials needed.4

a place like Southeast Portland.  It is 

messy but formative experience that 
all American cities share.  

This project is not the solution, but 

PopTech hosted an Ecomaterials In
novation Lab, a conference of diverse 
experts and visionaries to discuss, 
share, and ideate new developments 
and opportunities for material use and 
processes. The most notable and in

report all pertain to innovative science 

pose of materials, but how to make 

this project is a material research lab.  

the forefront of new ideas with those 
who can apply and promote them, 

more responsible practices with their 
own body of work.   Meanwhile, the 

reuse and maximization of the prod
ucts and resources we already have, 

the Southeast Quadrant: both as a demon

and a fertile environment for local participa

tion Lab

capacity of ten short tons.”

5  Geiser, Ken, Materials Matter: Toward a Sustain

ures that tell the same dire story, one 
that we probably hear almost every 

Still, as a student and eventual profes
sional in an industry that, by some ac

attempt to address at least one fac
5 

Issues of consumption, performance, 
and impact are all the more relevant 

enterprise, both new and revitalized: 
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activities: any range of leisure or athletic activities, from 
picnicking to kite flying to sport games

qualities: 
 very green and often very open, with any spatial interven  
 tions defined by landscape elements (copses of trees,   
 lakes, etc) or open structures (pagodas, covered picnic   
 areas, etc)

degree of publicity:
 access: very public and open amenity
 human interactions: wide range of activity, as it can be   
 used for personal/ individual exercise/ relaxation or group  
 and family gatherings and sports

materials:  all things green and growing, with paving elements or 
open structures used to suggest but not completely control 
activity

landscape: can be very loose/ organic or quite planned and 
controlled, but usually in a manner to seem natural and 
unplanned

the Park

activities: quiet activities for work or leisure (reading, studying, 
writing, sketching) or more intimate gatherings

qualities: 
 - much like a park or plaza but on a smaller scale

degree of publicity:
 access:  can be a more public offshoot of larger spaces or  
 streets, or a more private space belonging to a particular   
 building/ group of buildings and meant for a more limited  
 set of occupants
 human interactions: often used for more individual/   
 personal activities and smaller social interactions

materials: depending on its context or intended purpose, can 
feature materials and design similar to a plaza or park

landscape: will often feature natural elements to create an inviting 
space, but usually in a controlled manner due to its smaller scale

the courtyard

activities: gathering, civic and cultural ceremonies, events, 
celebrations, exhibits

qualities: 
 - very open, often with few permanent fixtures save a   
 fountain or shaded space to allow for flexible use
 - often defined by building edges, which often feature   
 some kind of porch-like space (colonnade, cafes, etc) or   
 transparent edge to create a public/ semi public border
 - usually crowded/ bustling throughout the day as it is a   
 sort of “pool” within the flow of pedestrian circulation

degree of publicity:
 access: very public/ accessible as it is quite an obvious   
 opening among narrower streets and walkways
 human interactions: highly social, especially during any   
 sort of event or ceremony, ideal for group meetings or   
 gatherings of any size

materials:  
 - often completely and aesthetically paved (bricks or other  
 smaller units as opposed to asphalt and the like)
 - contrasting materials can help define spaces used for   
 events or to mark certain pathways or processional routes

landscape: very controlled and usually very limited and/ or 
uniform (ie a grid of trees for shade or geometric patterns of 
grassy space)

the PLAZA

activities: all things human-powered--strolling, running, biking, 
skating…

qualities: 
 - “green” for its car-free uses or actual greenery, though   
 usually both--typically lined with trees/ growth/ other form  
 of landscape on at least one side
 - may follow vehicle thoroughfares or be an exclusive path  
 for non-motorists
 - used for both (human-powered) transit as well as leisure/  
 exercise
 - may provide variety of surfaces/ path geometries for   
 different modes of movement (paved throughway for   
 bikes versus circular/ winding mulched jogging path, etc)

degree of publicity:
 access: very public amenity, though may have more   
 “private”-feeling side trails, garden paths, etc
 human interactions: can be a highly social space, though   
 usually for smaller groups (couples walking, a few friends  
 jogging, etc) or a family unit; also just as likely to    
 find people commuting/ exercising/ ambling alone

materials: all things green and natural,  perhaps variety of ground 
plane surfaces (mulch, gravel, asphalt, paving stones) to 
facilitate/ allow for different uses/ modes of transit

landscape: everywhere, can be highly controlled or arranged 
“organically”

the greenway

activities: window/ leisure-shopping, cafe-sitting (people-watch-
ing), exploring

qualities: 
 - bustling, but with more opportunities to pause, more   
 ambling
 - large windows, though as much for seeing out (window   
 seats) than for showing off/ looking in
 - street may be just one or two lanes, or entirely car-free--  
 meaning narrower, which helps pace of activity feel slower,  
 more casual/ intimate
 - street front may have more ‘character’/ nooks and cran  
 nies, and may not be a straight path--while open space   
 may not go unused, it is not necessarily entirely used by   
 buildings

degree of publicity:
 access: may not be as obvious/ visible but can often be   
 found right off of main avenues and thoroughfares, still   
 technically public, but the most sidestreet of side   
 streets--the back alley--can feel quite enclosed/ private,   
 almost as a building itself. This is a function of both how   
 tucked away the path is, as well as how narrow/ winding
 human interactions: may not be crowded but definitely   
 more conducive to social interactions--healthy mix of   
 groups, gatherings, couples, and the lone explorers. Likely  
 to come alive more at after-hours, lunch breaks, weekends

materials:  heterogenous mix that balances solid facade and 
glazing, ground plane may be composed of more pattern/ 
smaller-scaled units for slower movement

landscape: controlled but perhaps not as pruned/ confined, and 
more likely to be vertical (taller, larger trees, ivy, window planter 
boxes, etc)

the SIDESTREET

activities: commerce, transit, errand-running

qualities: 
 - direct, usually fast-paced movement, bustling
 - high and long windows, few interruptions between build  
 ings to form straight, consistent, unbroken (although   
 diverse) facade--property value is high so no space is   
 wasted
 - wide sidewalks and roads, with variety of transit types
 - built environment may be polished/ trendy/ flashy/ etc   
 (sometimes overly so) because their high-public visibility   
 creates self-consciousness

degree of publicity:
 access: very accessible, usually the front and center/ main  
 route, very visible and apparent
 human interactions: crowded but not highly sociable, as   
 everyone seems to be on their way to somewhere (excep  
 tion: outdoor restaurant patios). The degree of hustle and  
 bustle is often a function of peak transit times, so more a   
 casual/ sociable atmosphere may exist at non-peak/   
 weekend hours.

materials: primarily glass+metal (storefront), ground plane is 
hard/ durable/ navigable/ optimized for movement (concrete, 
flat, even pavers)

landscape: controlled/ confined to planters/ rows. greenery tends 
to be more horizontal than vertical

the avenue

urban taxonomy

urban taxonomy

urban taxonomy

urban taxonomy

urban taxonomy

urban taxonomy


